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Competitive zeal helps unify diverse corporate image 
Boxer’s legacy marks regional operation’s zeal 

"# Ken Koe((er 

The Kansas City company known through much of its recent history as AAA Uniform had 

always been a fighter. Ace Heilman and his wife Clara founded the operation in 1932 

and built it during the Depression. That battle was tough enough, but Ace was a Golden 

Gloves boxer, too. His desire to succeed in the ring was consistent with his passion to 

create jobs. 

 

Today, the Heilman family has more than 75 years in the laundry business under their 

!"#$%&'()*'+,($-%').+'/).+)'(%'01"'23(4"5"(6'7%'('6"47.)(#'.8"6($ion, having leaped 

in 1980 to Texas. The company has benefited from strong economic conditions there 

+,")'9()%(%':7$;',(%)-$'46.+)'<"6;'+"##'()*'<71"'<"6%(='>?1,'*7<"6%7@71($7.)'6"@#"1$%'$,"'

8"6%8"1$7<"'$,($'A"7#3()'(*.8$"*'7)'$,"'B"86"%%7.)C'2$-%'*7@@71?#t to succeed, but if you 

86.$"1$';.?6%"#@'()*'*.'+,($-%')"1"%%(6;'$.'!?7#*'$,"'%$6")4$,'$.'.<"61.3"'.!%$(1#"%&'

you win. 

 

D,($-%'+,;'7$'3(*"'%.'3?1,'%")%"'$.'$,"'%"1.)*'()*'$,76*'4")"6($7.)%'.@'@(37#;'

management to rename the company after him. They wanted a single identity for the 



")$76"'.8"6($7.)C'$,"'D"E(%'!?%7)"%%&'>,"8,"6*-%'F)7@.63'()*'G7)")'>?88#;&',(*'

retained that name since the acquisition. 

 

D,";-*'$(#/"*'(!.?$'('?)7@7"*')(3"'!"@.6"'()*',(*)-$'6"(1,"*'1.)%")%?%='H?$'($'$,"'

onset of 2007, the time seemed right to try again. It promised to be a major diplomatic 

"@@.6$&'6"1(##%'I*'A"7#3()&'JK'()*'9:'LM='N5"'3(;'!"'('@(37#;'!?%7)"%%&'!?$').$'

everyone thinks alike. In fact, it can be a little more difficult to get everyone on the same 

8(4"=O 

 

As they considered a unified identity, they recognized why separate ones had been so 

"(%;'$.'3(7)$(7)='ND,"'$+.'8#()$%'P9:'()*'H"(?3.)$&'D"E(%Q',(*'.8"6($"*'

(?$.).3.?%#;'@.6'('#.)4'$73"&O'I*'"E8#(7)%=' 

 

I*-%'@($,"6'K(?#&'.)"'.@'$,6""'!6.$,"6%'()*'('!6.$,"6-in-law in the second generation of 

family management, met Smythe Shepherd through the Southwestern Linen Supply 

Association. (The other AAA family members were David and Roy Heilman and Carl 

Skiff.) The company had been in the business since the 1890s and Shepherd, with no 

heir apparent to run the operation, was looking for an exit strategy. 

 

N5,")'3;'*(*'()*',7%'!6.$,"6%'#../"*'1#.%"#;'($'$,"'L?#@':.(%$&'$,";'6"1.4)7R"*'$,($'

with the oil industry there, the petrochemical business, strategically, it would be a good 

m(6/"$'@.6'?%&O'I*'6"1.?)$%='>,"8,"6*-%'+(%'3.6"'.@'('#7)")'.8"6($7.)'$,()'000&'

although the latter had acquired Professional Linen Supply of Kansas City, Kan. in 1970. 

By 1992, however, AAA had divested that business, and was on the move in Texas, 

expanding to Houston. Soon after, they extended their reach to Dallas as well. This 

accelerated synergies between the home base and its southerly compatriot. 

 

The closer we came to each other geographically, the more customers we had in 

1.33.)&O'I*'"E8#(7)%='D,";'1.?#*'6"@"6'3.6"'!?%7)"%%'$.'"(1,'.$,"6='N>.'+"'+.?#*'<7%7$'

('86.%8"1$'7)'B(##(%&',()*'$,"3'('>,"8,"6*-%'!?%7)"%%'1(6*'()*'%(;&'S2-3'@6.3'000=-'

We were sending a really confusing message and it became more imperative to have a 

1.33.)'7*")$7$;=O 

 



But that d7*)-$',(88")'.<"6)74,$='2$'$../'8#())7)4'@.6'$,"'TU$,'())7<"6%(6;Vthe initial 

consideration of how to promote the milestoneV$.'")1.?6(4"'I*'$.'6(7%"'$,"'7%%?"='N2'

*7*)-$'"<")'+()$'$.',(<"'$,"'1.)<"6%($7.)'(4(7)&'7$',(*'1(?%"*'%.'3?1,'()4%$'86"<7.?%#;'

and w"'1.?#*')"<"6'1.3"'$.'()'(46""3")$=O'H?$'$,7%'$73"&'$,";'$../'('*7@@"6")$'$(1/C'

hiring a consultant to offer suggestions. 

 

2)W?"%$'M(6/"$7)4&'G"(+..*&'9()=&'"E(37)"*'$,"'%7$?($7.)&'*6(+7)4'.)'$,"'@763-%'

background in strategic planning and data analytics. The firm is billed as a team of 

3(6/"$7)4'86.@"%%7.)(#%'$,($'%""/%'@76%$'$.'?)*"6%$()*'1#7")$%-'4.(#%&'1?%$.3"6%&'()*'

competition, and then drives measurable marketing solutions that get results. 

 

I*'%(;%&'ND,"')(3"'1,()4"'+(%)-$'+.6$,'$(#/7)4'(!.?$'?)#"%% we agreed among 

ourselves that we would hire a professional, someone who would research our industry 

and our companies and tell us whether it made sense to change the name, and if we did, 

+,($'7$'%,.?#*'!"=O'000&'>,"8,"6*-%&'.6'%.3"$,7)4'*7@@"6")$'+"6"'(#l possibilities. 

 

Driving the decision were four Heilmans: Ed and Bill, both in KC; David in Beaumont; 

and Jim in Houston. It took three meetings with InQuest to emerge with the plan to 

rebuild the corporate image around Ace. The first enabled the firm to interview the 

company execs; the second, both parties discussed research findings; and the third 

86"%")$"*'2)W?"%$-%'6"1.33")*($7.)%= 

 

Guidance had previously existed in the results of a CSC Network (Oregon, Wis.) study 

that indicated market preference for working with locally owned independent rental 

laundry companies as opposed to national chains. Whatever rebranding or messages 

000'16"($"*')""*"*'$.'8.%7$7.)'$,"'1.38();'$.'$(/"'(*<()$(4"'.@'$,7%='N0'#.$'.@'

1?%$.3"6%'*7*)-$'/).+'+"'+"6"'@(37#;-.+)"*&O'I*'says. 

 

0##'6.(*%'#"*'!(1/'$.'01"'()*'$,"'1.38();-%'"(6#;';"(6%='K?$$7)4',7%')(3"'@6.)$'()*'

center would give the company a great story to tell about its culture. Boxing analogies 

1.?#*'(!.?)*&'.!%"6<"%'2)W?"%$-%'X.*;'A()%.)='NA"'@.?4,$'@.6'+,($'+(%'674,$&'

<74.6.?%#;'16"($7)4'Y.!%&O'%,"'"E8#(7)%&'N()*'/""87)4'+7$,'$,($',"67$(4"'7%'+,($'$,"'

1.38();'*."%'$.*(;=O'D,7%'7)1#?*"%'N*.7)4'$,7)4%'(!.<"'$,"'!"#$O'P"$,71(#Q'()*'



N()%+"67)4'$,"'!"##O'P6"%8.)%7<"Q='0'!7$'3.6"'*6(3($71(##;C'01"'"38#.;""%'N@74,$O'$.'

ensure their customers have winning corporate images. 

 

Hanson recounts stirring emotions in the current generation of family management when 

*7%1?%%7)4'$,"'1.38();-%'4")"%7%='01"'+.?#*'!"'('#.471(#'1,.71"C'7$'+.?#*'1"#"!6($"'$,"'

1.38();-%',"67$(4"'()*',.).6'7$%'@.?)*"6='K#?%&'%,"').$"%&'N+"'*7*)-$'871/'(')(3"'.?$'.@'

#"@$'@7"#*=O 

 

Then came the second part of the name: something that would position the company at 

$,"'@.6"@6.)$'.@'$,"'3(6/"$'()*'6"@#"1$'$,"'8,7#.%.8,;'$,($'01"-%'Y.!'7%'$.'3(/"'

businesses look good, +,"$,"6'7$-%'$,6.?4,'1#"()'?)7@.63%&'3($%&'(86.)%&'.6'();'86.*?1$'

or service. Rental laundries are in business today because they build images, Hanson 

observes, not just because they provide fresh goods. 

 

For this reason, Ed toyed with endorsing a switch t.'01"'N23(4":(6"&O'!?$'+7$,'?)7@.63%'

(%'$,"'3.%$'7*")$7@7(!#"'86.*?1$'$,($'$,"'1.38();'86.<7*"%&'N23(4"5"(6O'+.)'.?$= 

A"'+(%'('!7$'(886",")%7<"'(!.?$'N01"=O'2$'%""3"*'('#7$$#"'1#71,Z&',(<7)4'!"")'?%"*'7)'#.$%'

.@'*7@@"6")$'$;8"%'.@'!?%7)"%%"%='NA"7#3()%O'37ght have provided the family identity 

)""*"*'Y?%$'(%'+"##='NH?$'$,"'%$.6;'.@'.?6'@.?)*"6'+(%'%.'8.+"6@?#='D.',(<"'%?1,'('46"($'

opportunity to tell that story was too good an option to turn down. It far outweighed the 

negatives associated with his first nam"=O 

 

Plus, InQuest pointed out that no negatives are associated with the word, whether it 

conjures up an image of a winning playing card, the best pitcher on a baseball team, a 

pilot at the top of his career, a great tennis shot, etc. 

 

Ed also liked highli4,$7)4'8(6(##"#%'!"$+"")'!.E7)4'()*'$,"'1.38();-%'1?#$?6"='01"'7%'()'

independent in a battle for customers dominated by national chains. Many small 

1.38()7"%',(<"'#"@$'$,"'3(6/"$='N0%/'();'7)*"8")*")$'+,.-%'6"3(7)"*&O',"'1,(##")4"%='

N2@';.?-6"'%$7##'(6.?)* $.*(;&';.?-*'!"$$"6'!"'*.7)4'('#.$'.@'$,7)4%'674,$= 

 

NH(1/'7)'$,"'-T[%'()*'-\[%&'7$'+(%'86"$$;'"(%;'$.'3(/"'3.)";='D.*(;&';.?-<"'4.$'$.',(<"'

(##';.?6'*?1/%'7)'('6.+=O':.38"$7$7.)',(%'3(*"'$,"'1.38();'!"$$"6&',"'%(;%&'N6(7%7)4'$,"'



bar for us and our custom"6%&'()*'+"-6"']9'+7$,'$,($='5"-6"'86"8(6"*'@.6'$,($&'+"'*.)-$'

37)*'7$&'+"'")Y.;'('4..*'@74,$=O 

 

I<"6;'1.38();',(%'('*7@@"6")$'8"6%.)(#7$;&'$,"'%?3'.@'$,"'%$(@@-%'8"6%.)(#'^?(#7$7"%='2)'

%(#"%&'#(64"6'.8"6($.6%'(6"'3.6"'(8$'$.',76"'N4?)%#7)4"6%&O'I*'%(;%='2n contrast, Ace 

+()$%'8".8#"'+,.'N*"<"#.8'6"#($7.)%,78%'+7$,'1?%$.3"6%'()*'%?88.6$'$,"3'#.)4-$"63=O'

D,7%'3"()%').$'%""7)4'();'%(#"'(%'N('.)"-and-*.)"'*"(#O'()*'3.<7)4'.)'$.'$,"')"E$'

prospect, never supporting the previous sale. 

 

N2)'.?6'1(%"&'$,"'%(#"%8"6%.)'7%'(#+(;%'4.7)4'$.'!"'$,"6"&'+7$,'$,"'(11.?)$-%'/";'

1.)$(1$-%'1"##'8,.)"')?3!"6'()*'/).+7)4'$,($'8"6%.)'.)'('@76%$-)(3"'!(%7%=O'D,($'+(%'

().$,"6'4..*'6"(%.)'$.'6"!?7#*'$,"'7*")$7$;'(6.?)*'N01"CO'7$-%'('@76%$')(3"&'()*'$,"'

company wants to build first- name relationships with all customers. 

 

ND,($-%'%.3"$,7)4'$,"'!744"%$'1.38()7"%'1()-$'*.='D,";-6"'$..'46.+$,-oriented. Their 

human resources move to other locations in the chain way too much to be able to 

develop those types of relationships. For us to survive in this competitive business, we 

,(<"'$.',(<"'$,.%"'6"#($7.)%,78%=O 

 

D,7%'7%)-$'%.'"(%;'"<")'@.6'()'7)*"8")*")$'$.'(11.38#7%,'7)'(6"(%'+7$,'3.!7#"'

+.6/@.61"%'#7/"'D"E(%-'L?#@':.(%$='D?6).<"6'.@'6.?$"'%(#"%8".8#"&'@.6'"E(38#"&'7%'#.+"6'

in KC. Across all !?%7)"%%"%'(6.?)*'$,"'L?#@&'7$-%'3.6"'*7@@71?#$'$.'/""8'8".8#"&'

especially in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. But with billions earmarked for investment in 

$,"'6"47.)-%'8"$6.1,"371(#'7)*?%$6;'.<"6'$,"')"E$'_[';"(6%&'$,"'.?$#../'7%'8.%7$7<"= 

Ed thinks the Texas business will grow larger than the KC base for the first time ever this 

year. The markets are larger (more than 12 million people) and Ace has well-established 

service centers in Houston and Dallas. The latter location is almost too far from the 

Beaumont base; if it continues to grow nicely, the company may install laundry 

equipment there. 

 

`"7)@.617)4'01"-%'1.337$3")$'$.'1?%$.3"6%C'7$%'?%"'.@'7)@.63($7.)'$"1,).#.4;'$,($'

improves service. Garments have been barcoded for about a decade. Ed remembers 

talking with Gallagher Uniform, the Battle Creek, Mich. operation, whose management 



(*<7%"*',73'$,($'!(61.*7)4'N+.?#*'*67<"'$,"'6"%$'.@'.?6'86.1"%%"%='a.$'$,($'7$'6?)%';.?6'

1.38();&'!?$'7$',(%'()'738(1$'.)'"<"6;'%;%$"3';.?'.8"6($"=O 

 

Tracking garment inventor;'+7$,'!(6'1.*"%'47<"%'01"'N46"($'7)@.63($7.)'.)'(##'4(63")$%'

7)'%"6<71"&'@6.3'1?66")$'#.1($7.)'$.',7%$.6;'$.'(%%74)3")$%=O'2$'6"<"(#%',.+'$,"'1.38();'

makes money, which makes staff more efficient and effective. Radio frequency (RF) ID 

chips for mainstream garments were considered, but ruled out, because the company 

had no plans to use automated clean garment sorting technology. Installing such a 

system would be the best justification for stepping up to RFID, they concluded; as long 

as they planned to stick with manual sorting, bar codes would be good enough. 

 

They kept that stance until Softrol Systems (Acworth, Ga.) came along with technology 

$,($'1.?#*'%1()'!(6'1.*"%'N.)'$,"'@#;O'()*'86.<7*"'$,"'86"17%7.)')""*"*'$.'3(/"'%?1,'

sorting work with this form of 2B='D,"'%?88#7"6-%'>.@$>.6$'%;%$"3'+(%'N$,"'@76%$'2-*'%"")'

$,($'3(*"'%")%"'$.'3"&'$,($'2'1.?#*'6"1.4)7R"'('8(;!(1/'(%%.17($"*'+7$,'7$=O'A"-*'(%/"*'

other launderers who had spent around $1 million for autosorting about the return from 

those investments and N$,";-*'%$(6$'/7)*'.@'3?3!#7)4O'.6'$(#/7)4'(!.?$'#")4$,;'$73"'

periods to recover their investment. 

 

But Softrol encouraged the Heilmans to visit Wildman Uniform (Warsaw, Ind., see IL, 

March) and that trip proved convincing. It took about a year to make the buy decision 

()*'*"%74)&'3()?@(1$?6"&'()*'7)%$(##'$,"'%;%$"3='b7$$7)4'7$'7)$.'$,"'9:'8#()$-%'$74,$'%8.$%'

was a challenge, Ed says. 

 

D.'*($"&'$,"'$"1,).#.4;',(%'!"")'@?##;'.8"6($7<"'@.6'(!.?$'(';"(6'()*'(',(#@='N2$',(%'('

46"($'6"(*'6($"=':"6$(7)#;'7$-%').$'8"6@"1$&O',"'*"%167!"%&'8.7)$7)4'.?$'$,($'%.3"'4(63")$%'

,(<"'$.'!"'6"7)%"6$"*'!;',()*'7)$.'$,"'+.6/'@#.+='NH?$'$,";-<"'!?7#$'('<"6;')71"'%;%$"3'

()*'+"-6"',(88;'+7$,'7$=O'D,"'$"1,).#.4;'374,$'!"'(**"*'$.'$,"'H"(?3.)$'8#()$&'$..&'

although current capital p67.67$7"%'$,"6"'7)<.#<"'+(%$"+($"6'86"$6"($3")$'()*'N%.3"'.$,"6'

%$6($"471'46.+$,'7%%?"%=O 

 

RF chips are likely to become more prominent in the operation for mat inventory 

tracking, he adds, and the company is considering additional technology for customer 



relationship management. 

 

Last year, Ace took a major step up in database management by pioneering Alliant 

>;%$"3%-'P26<7)4&'D"E(%Q')"+'c=['%.@$+(6"='K6"<7.?%#;&'$,"'1.38();',(*'7$%'.+)'6.?$"'

(11.?)$7)4&'('86.867"$(6;'%;%$"3'.)'$,"'Fa2d'8#($@.63='N2$'%"6<"d us well. But as we 

46"+&'7$'+(%',(6*"6'$.'(*37)7%$"6&'+7$,'.?6'@.?6'#.1($7.)%=O 

 

K#?%&'+7$,'$,7%'(886.(1,&'+,")'$,";',(*'$.'?846(*"&'N+"'6"7)<")$"*'$,"'+,""#'"<"6;'

$73"=O'D,";'6"(#7R"*'$,7%'+(%)-$'8(6$71?#(6#;'1.%$-effective and recognized the risk of 

having a single staff system administrator as their sole maintenance resource. If he 

1.?#*)-$'+.6/'@.6'%.3"'6"(%.)&'N+"'*7*)-$',(<"'();'6"(#'%?88.6$=O 

 

Going with Alliant was a dramatic step forward. It enabled the company to get the best 

available technolog;'N<76$?(##;'.<"6)74,$&'+,7#"',(<7)4'%.3"!.*;'"#%"'P('%?88#7"6Q'*.'$,"'

,"(<;'#7@$7)4=O'233"*7($"#;&'6.?$"'%(#"%8".8#"'+"6"'(!#"'$.'1(66;',()*,"#*'1.38?$"6%= 

And the company is starting to provide customers with online access to their data, such 

as invoices and work orders, and enabling them to place orders. Larger accounts are 

very interested in these capabilities, Ed says. 

 

Compared with the old proprietary software, retrieving information from the Alliant 

system is instantaneous, a plus for customer servi1"='N]?6'.#*'%;%$"3'+(%)-$'6"(##;'

!6./")='5"'1.?#*'47<"'1?%$.3"6%'('#.$'.@'4..*'7)@.63($7.)=O'H?$'c=['3(*"'$,7%'*($('3.6"'

readily available and user-friendly to acquire, thanks to the Windows operating system. 

Route salespeople still take paper copies of invoices to use as delivery tickets. But the 

,()*,"#*%'1(8$?6"'1?%$.3"6%-'%74)($?6"%='2@'$,";'+()$'(',(6*-copy record of their 

delivery transactions, 2.0 e-mails or faxes it by the next day. Thus, customers can still 

get paper copies. But for Ace, processing route transactions has become essentially 

paperless, as re-keying data has been eliminated and filing and order-taking are much 

easier. 

 

The timing of the conversion to Alliant with the anniversary and rebranding was just a 

coincidence but became part of $,"'%$.6;='N5"'+()$'8".8#"'$.'/).+'+"-6"'('3.3'()*'

pop, a family-.+)"*'7)*"8")*")$&'!?$'+"'*.)-$'+()$'$.')"1"%%(67#;'#../'#7/"'.)"&O'I*'



%(;%='D,?%&'$,"'1.38();-%')"+'86.3.$7.)(#'3($"67(#%'6"@#"1$'()'.8"6($7.)'$,($-%'

invested in technology and just as proficient as any competitor. 

 

By the time 2.0 was deployed, the rebranding was in full swing. At the end of 2006, the 

A"7#3()%',(*'%"$$#"*'.)'$,"')"+')(3"'()*'%$(6$"*'+.6/'.)'$,"'(%%.17($"*'#.4.='N5"'

went through lots of versions. It was worth every minute th($'7$'$../=O 

 

]@'8(6(3.?)$'738.6$()1"C',.+'$,"'#.4.'+.?#*'#../'.)'('%$"8'<()='N>.'+"'+"6"'

*"%74)7)4'$,"'$6?1/'(%'+"'+"6"'*"%74)7)4'$,"'#.4.&O'A()%.)'6"1(##%='0#%.'(6.?)*'$,7%'

$73"&'$,"'1.38();-%')"+'%#.4()&'N0);$,7)4'"#%"'7%'Y?%$'?)7@.63&O'"3"64"*='N5"'+"6e 

learning about how the industry is moving from being just a provider of clean uniforms to 

('%"6<71"'86.<7*"6'"38,(%7R7)4'$,"'738.6$()1"'.@'1.68.6($"'73(4"&O'%,"'(**%='D,"'

slogan contends that Ace has embraced this concept more so than its competitors. 

 

Choosing a logo and colors was contentious. Management wanted colors distinct from 

$,"'1.38"$7$7.)-%'(%'+"##'(%'('86.867"$(6;'*"%74)='N5"',(*'3();'1.)<"6%($7.)%'(!.?$'

1.#.6&O'A()%.)'%(;%='NM(;!"'!#?"'()*'46"")'374,$',(<"'3(*"'%")%"&'@.6'+($"6'()*'$,"'

enviro)3")$='I<"6;'1.#.6',(%'%.'3();'1.)).$($7.)%eO'D,";'/";'+(%'$.'%"#"1$'%.3"$,7)4'

vibrant that would look good on a truck. 

 

They selected fire engine red and gold with black. The logo also has a wave-like swoosh 

$,6.?4,'$,"'+.6*'N01"&O'%;3!.#7R7)4'+($"6='N2$',(%'('!.#*&'3(%1?#7)"'#../&O'I*'*"%167!"%='

ND,"'!.$$.3'#7)"'7%'$,($'+"'%"6<"'('3(#"-dominated portion of the workforce and we 

)""*'$,($=O 

 

By spring 2007, the new images had been selected. That sparked the creation of new 

collateral materials and changes t.'$,"'1.38();-%'5"!'%7$"&'#"$$"6,"(*&'!?%7)"%%'1(6*%&'

and digital sales presentation. They aimed to have everything in place and unveil the 

new name in September. 

 

N5"',(*'$.'8?%,'7$'!(1/'$.']1$.!"6&O'I*'%(;%&'7)'8(6$'*?"'$.'2)W?"%$-%'+.6/&'!?$'3.6"'%.'

to (11.33.*($"'"<"6;.)"-%'%1,"*?#"'@.6'('3(Y.6'/71/-off celebration that would take 

place in KC in which Texas staff would participate. More than 120 employees took part 



7)'$,($'+""/")*'"<")$&',"#*'($'$,"'17$;-%'5"%$7)':6.+)':")$"6',.$"#= 

 

The program featured a boxing ring-like stage set and a guest speaker: cruiserweight 

Rob Calloway, from St. Joseph, Mo., who holds three world titles in his weight class. He 

$(#/"*'(!.?$',7%'@(37#;'()*'1(6""6&'+,($',"-%'#"(6)"*'(!.?$'$,"'!.E7)4'$6(*"&'()*'+,($'

7$-%'3"()$'$.'him. His presentation featured many analogies between his uphill climb in 

boxing and an underdog succeeding in business. 

 

Company milestones were celebrated, too, including special awards for 25-year 

employees and recognition of second-generation family me3!"6%='D,")&'2)W?"%$-%'B(<"'

Wilson talked about the rebranding effort and announced the name change. To conclude 

$,"'"<")$&',"'*733"*'$,"'%$(4"'#74,$%'()*'8#(;"*'$,"'$,"3"'3?%71'@6.3'Nc[[_C'0'>8(1"'

]*;%%";=O'0'1?6$(7)'6.##"*'!(1/'()*'($$")*""%'%(+'('!674,$ly lit truck featuring the new 

logo. 

 

ND,"'"E17$"3")$'7)'$,"'6..3'+(%'$6?#;'8(#8(!#"&O'A()%.)'%37#"%='N:(3"6(%'+"6"'

@#(%,7)4'(##'.<"6=O'D,"'(?*7")1"'7)1#?*"*'01"-%'6.?$"'%(#"%8".8#"'()*'%"6<71"'()*'%(#"%'

managers from Texas, who seemed genuinely jazzed by +,($'+(%',(88")7)4='N5"'

thought it was really important to have them all there. These are your front-line people. 

D,";',(<"'$.'!?;'7)$.'+,($';.?'*.=O 

 

D,"')"E$'*(;&'$,";'6"1"7<"*'%.3"'@.63(#'$6(7)7)4='N2$'+(%'6"(##;'738.6$()$'@.6'"<"6;!.*;'

to understand wh($',(*'!"")'*.)"&O'A()%.)'1.)$7)?"%='>.'01"-%'%$.6;'+(%'$.#*'(4(7)'

%.'$,($'"<"6;.)"'+.?#*'?)*"6%$()*'N$,"'^?(#7$7"%'.@'01"'A"7#3()'()*',.+'$,";'1.?#*'

(88#;'$,"%"'$.'+,($'$,";'*.=O'D,"')74,$'!"@.6"',(*'"E17$"*'$,"3f'$,($'*(;&'$,";'$,.?4,$'

about the true mea)7)4'.@'$,"'1.38();-%'1?#$?6"&'('87<.$(#'%$"8'7)'")%?67)4'$,"'86.37%"'

of the brand continues to be delivered. 

 

Thus, for longstanding clients, the name change is noticeable and practical, but its 

3"()7)4',(%'#.)4'!"")'6"1.4)7R"*='I*'8.7)$%'.?$&'N5"'*7*'$,7s to impact our current 

1?%$.3"6%&'!?$'3.6"'$.'%"$'('8.%7$7.)'@.6'.?6%"#<"%'7)'$,"'3(6/"$8#(1"'@.6'86.%8"1$%=O'

Thus, when it was suggested that a name change might be risky because abandoning 

the old one might mean sacrificing a good reputation, the Heilma)%'+"6")-$'+.667"*= 



Ng"%&'+"-6"'1.)1"6)"*'(!.?$'7$&'+"'$(#/"*'(!.?$'7$&'!?$'6"(##;&'+"'6"(1,'.?6'1?%$.3"6%'%.'

.@$")'$,($'7$-%').$'('@(1$.6='I<"6;'+""/'+"'8(6/'.?6'$6?1/'7)'$,"76'#.$%'()*'3(/"'('*"#7<"6;='

Every week, our driver walks in to their building we(67)4'()'01"'23(4"5"(6'#.4.=O'

Existing accounts would learn quickly. 

 

D,"'6"(#'<"6*71$&',"'%(;%&'+7##'!"'6")*"6"*'7)'(!.?$'(';"(6='D,()/%'$.'2)W?"%$-%'

()(#;$71%&'$,($-%'+,")'$,";-##'/).+'7@'$,"76'"@@.6$'8(7*'.@@='D,"'4.(#C'$,($'01"'47<"%'$,"'

company better )(3"'6"1.4)7$7.)'$,()'000'.6'>,"8,"6*-%'"<"6'*7*='0@$"6'(##'$,"'+.6/'

the Heilmans put into rebranding, they would likely view reaching that high point as a 

handsome return on investment. 

 


